Orange by Marcharie LYRICS:

No, no that's nothing
It doesn't even hurt anymore
It was not his fault
It was mine

If it was something
What could a single one do
So I'll stay and pretend
It's all fine

I cannot make it on my own
Who's gonna fix it when I'm down
Who's gonna stand up
Stand up for me

We need a base to step on
When the floor gets pulled out from under us
We need a shield that stands strong
When a truth turns out wrong

We're gonna stand up
Stand up for women
Women
All stand up

You are not worth it
That's what she hears day by day
You are a bad mum, a bad wife
She starts to believe

You cannot make it on your own
Who's gonna fix you when I'm gone
Who's gonna stand up
Stand up for you
We need a base to step on
When the floor gets pulled out from under us
We need a shield that stands strong
When a truth turns out wrong

We're gonna stand up
Stand up for women
Women
All stand up

Red stands for love
Yellow stands for knowledge
We stand up for girls
And paint the world orange

We're gonna stand up
Stand up for women
Women
All stand up